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Read the following passage and answer the question no 1-4.  

Babul and his family live on the island of Dublar Char. Life is good for the family now, but that wasn’t 

true after Cyclone Aila. Babul doesn’t remember Cyclone Aila, but his parents often talk about that 

terrible night in 2009.  

Babul’s father told him what happened that day. There was light rain in the morning on 25 May. In the 

afternoon, the wind started to blow and people began to run for their homes. His grandparent checked the 

family’s emergency kit. Their torch was working and they had extra batteries. They put torch, batteries 

and first aid kit in plastic box.  

By the evening, the river was rising. The winds of Cyclone Aila shook the walls of the house as if there 

was an earthquake. Everyone was afraid. Nipa began to cry. Suddenly, there was an awful noise and the 

family’s roof blew away! The sky was dark but the family could see the trees flying over their head. 

After Cyclone Aila, people worked together. Nipa’s school became the shelter for the survivors. Babul 

and family went to live there. The government of Bangladesh and the NGOs came to help. In time people 

rebuilt their villages and bridges. They planted new crops and trees. Babul feels happy when he looks at 

the trees and his sister Nipa, but feels sad about his grandfather.  

 

1. Fill in the gaps with the words given in the box.                                                           1x5 = 5 

younger dark roof checked  

noticed  terrible father  older 

 

a. The night of Aila was ________. 

b. During Aila, a strong wind blew the _________away. 

c. Babul’s grandparents __________ the emergency kit. 

d. Babul is ___________ than Nipa.  

e. Babul’s ___________ informed him of the incident of Aila.  

2. Write ‘True’ for correct statement and ‘False’ for incorrect statement.                  1x5 = 5  

a. The condition of the family was unstable after Aila.  

b. In the evening, the wind started to blow. 

c. There was an earthquake during the cyclone. 

d. The government and NGOs came to help. 

e. Babul feels sad for his sister and grandfather.  

 

3. Make Wh – questions from the given sentences.                                                          1x5 = 5 

a. The government and NGOs came to help. 

b. They planted new crops and trees. 

c. Life is good for the family now. 

d. They keptthe torch, batteries and first aid kit in a plastic box. 

e. The Cyclone Aila took place in 2009.  

 

4. Rearrange the words in the appropriate orders to make meaningful sentences. 1x5 = 5 

a. working/batteries/ they/was/extra/had/and/ torch/their  

b. awful/an/suddenly/noise/was/there 

c. family/for/good/is/the/now/life 

d. see/heads/the/trees/flying/their/over/family/could/the 

e. became/for/survivors/the/Nipa’s/the/school/shelter  


